DCS Asks For $300 Million More Per Year In New Budget

The increase would add about 50% to the embattled agency's budget.

Sheriff's Deputies Train For Worst-Case Scenarios In Downtown Lafayette

The training was among the first in Lafayette's downtown, in view of the public.

Ask The Mayor: West Lafayette's John Dennis On Replacing His Police Chief

Though he says he's not sure what will happen, Mayor John Dennis says he's planning as though he'll have to appoint a new police chief.

WHAT'S NEW

Mezzo-soprano Joyce DiDonato and soprano Nadine Sierra are opera superstars.

HOLIDAY MUSIC

Holiday Programming Schedule

Enjoy music for the season!

UPCOMING EVENTS

2/26 Coming soon – Trivia night
4/25 Purdue Day of Giving (PDOG)
5/30 WBAA Anniversary Event

CONTACT INFO

Name
Yingqian Yuan

Email
yuan150@purdue.edu

Address
188 Hongshan Road
Zanglongxiaoqu,
Building1-5, Room 1901 ,
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They have new releases that really show their vocal talents, plus we’ll hear them discuss the music. Tuesday night at 8pm on WBAA Classical on 101.3FM and WBAA.org

**AFTERNOON CLASSICS**

Each Friday at 3, Greg Kostraba presents “Your 3:00 Pick-Me-Up,” music to help you get through your Friday afternoon. This week, he will feature a musical depiction of the Czech national river as it wends its way from its headwaters through Prague on its way to the Elbe. The Moldau by Bedrich Smetana is on the way in a performance by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic.

**INSIDE JAZZ**

Kent Miller will be there, as will Louis Hayes, Ben Allison, Steve Coleman, Nik Bartsch, Dave Stryker and many more. You’ll also enjoy holiday music sprinkled throughout the entire evening.

**ARTS SPOTLIGHT**

**WBAA Arts Spotlight: Haan Mansion Museum**

John Clare talks to Ellie and Bob Haan, founders of the Haan Mansion Museum of Indiana Art about the museum and tours. Throughout December there are trains, decorations, and art, including treats on the weekends.